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CHAIR & CEO’S REPORT
We are pleased to again be able to report an operating surplus this year. This was
the eighth consecutive year that we have been able to achieve this and to do so in a
challenging trading environment for hospitality in Christchurch is particularly pleasing.
A new strategic plan for the business was completed
during the year. This gives us real clarity on where our
efforts must be focused over the next five years. It was
pleasing to confirm our Core Purpose: To support and
nurture a sustainable harness racing industry in
Canterbury & New Zealand. The key message from
this restated purpose is that everything we do is to
support harness racing. The reason we have an
Events Centre, Spectators and a commercial
property portfolio is to create a diversified business
that supports our position as Australasia’s leading
harness racing venue.
We were pleased that our Events Centre business
managed to hold revenue at 97% of the prior year.
While it might sound a little unusual to be happy with
revenue that is below last year’s number, the context
is an increasingly competitive marketplace in terms of
a record number of hospitality outlets in Christchurch,
but with no more customers to service. Many local
businesses now have their own boardroom and
meeting facilities again, which limits some of the
opportunities that we have enjoyed in this space over
recent years. The Events Centre team does an
outstanding job for our clients, which is evidenced by
the consistently positive feedback we receive and by
the number of organisations who choose to use our
facilities on a regular basis. It is important to note that
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the Events Centre is still achieving twice the revenue
that it was prior to the Canterbury earthquakes.
Commercial office space is in a downward part of
the cycle at present with so much additional having
opened in the CBD over the past 18-24 months. Given
this, it has been a very pleasing year for our joint
venture property company, with the highlight being the
leasing of the majority of the previously vacant building
at 128 Wrights Road. While we did not see any
financial benefit from this in the 2017-2018 year,
having a long-term lease in place, with an excellent
tenant, sees us well positioned for the future and just
as importantly this has contributed to us being able
negotiate improved terms with our bank. The
Addington team is doing an excellent job in managing
the day-to-day aspects of the property portfolio, which
is a key part of having happy tenants who are keen to
stay with us.
We were delighted to host another successful
Christchurch Casino New Zealand Trotting Cup Day
and what a thrill it was to see a superstar like Lazarus
dominate the race once again. We were delighted with
the number of guests we attracted on the day and with
the standard of behavior throughout the day. We take
host responsibility very seriously and once again we
have received very positive feedback from the police

and licensing authorities on our efforts. Our hospitality
offering during Cup Week is something we are very
proud of and this year the standard was as high as
ever. The amount of planning that goes into presenting
the racecourse in such a splendid fashion has to be
seen to be believed – nothing is left to chance. While
having to clear the Metropolitan Stand on the day (due
to a fire alarm) wasn’t what we would have chosen for
the day, the calm and efficient way this was handled
was a credit to the professionalism of our team, our
planning and our rigorous training standards. Another
undoubted highlight of Cup Week was the success of
Amaretto Sun in the time-honoured Haras des
Trotteurs Dominion Trot. This was a real family affair
with Sheree Tomlinson, at just 19 years of age,
becoming the first woman driver to win the race. To do
this for her grandfather Ken Ford, who bred, co-owns
and trains the horse made it a wonderful occasion for
a family with a proud history in harness racing. We
are delighted with the ongoing support that we receive
from the Christchurch Casino, the sponsor of the New
Zealand Trotting Cup, the race that is so important to
the Club and to the industry and we again extend our
thanks to Brett Anderson, Chief Executive; Ken
Matthews, Chair and the Racing Ambassador,
Barry Thomas.
Our racing surface continues to be the best in
Australasia and this is a credit to the fantastic work
that our Racecourse Manager, John Denton, and
his team do. Our aim is to present a consistently fast
surface that is kind to horses and the feedback from
horseman suggests we are achieving this. A great
track contributes to high quality racing and we certainly

saw plenty of that this season. While there were many
highlights across the season, many good judges
suggested the Diamond Creek Farm New Zealand
Pacing Derby was the best derby race for many a long
year. The performance of Sheriff to win in New
Zealand record time was outstanding, as was the run
by Pat’s Delight who was only just beaten.
With the number of horses available to race continuing
to decline, it was a notable achievement to hold our
average starters per race at just on 11. A significant
contributor to this has been the success of the Met
Multiplier; we have now paid out bonuses of more than
$1.5m to the connections of more than 200 individual
horses. It is interesting to note it took four seasons to
post the first 100 winners of the reward and just two
further seasons to pay the next 100. The Club
continues to pay a bonus to breeders of winners at
Addington if they are members of the NZSBA. NZMTC
is the only Club in New Zealand acknowledging the
contribution of breeders to our industry in this way. It is
opportune to thank the many owners and trainers who
choose to support racing at Addington; we truly
appreciate your support and acknowledge the
important part you play in partnering with us to
provide consistently high-quality harness racing
action for our patrons and for punters.
Our many sponsors and business partners have been
acknowledged elsewhere in this annual report,
however we would like to say thank you from the
Chair and CEO. You all make such an important
contribution to our business and many of you have
done so for many years. We acknowledge also our
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partnership with the NZRB and HRNZ, both of whom
contribute hugely to our ability to provide great racing
product.
The business takes its Health & Safety responsibilities
very seriously and we make no apology for this. We
are very conscious of our obligations under the Health
& Safety at Work Act, 2015 and most importantly we
want all employees, contractors and visitors to have
a safe experience at Addington. This year we have
made some changes to the presentation area in an
effort to separate sponsors and owners (license
holders excepted) from the horse post the race. We
understand that making changes such as this are not
always universally popular, however we must do all
we can to manage and mitigate known risks.
On a sad note, we acknowledge the passing of our
much-loved employee and friend Colin Steele during
the season. Colin spent 22 years at Addington and he
made an immense contribution to our business and to
our culture. He had a friendly word for everyone and
was always on hand to help those in need.
We would like to acknowledge the contribution that our
board makes to the organisation. We are fortunate to
have a highly capable group of directors in place who
put the best interests of the Club first. We thank them
all for their contribution and the Chair wishes to
acknowledge the support he has received from the
Deputy Chair, Karen Fordyce. Barry Dent stepped
down as Chair at the last Annual Meeting and did a
fine job in handing over to Brent Smith. Thank you
Barry for the excellent job you did as Chair of the Club
we know means so much to you. We also thank the
Race Meeting Stewards and their partners who do
such an outstanding job for us in managing the
Breckon’s Winners Bar and the presentation area.
This year’s Race Meeting Stewards were Nigel
Armstrong (& Brenda), Janis Hartley (& John
Duxbury), Mike Grainger (& Sue), Rebecca Mooney
(& John), Shirley Cummings (& Martin), Stephen
Brown (& Kay), Kane Grieg (& Hayley) and Geoff
Ward (& Vonne Kraak).
Our team at Addington do an outstanding job and care
deeply about the Club. We have many long serving
employees who underpin our culture and bring a deep
institutional knowledge that we benefit from every day.
These people live our values everyday – We, not I;
Aim for Excellence; We Listen; Be Resourceful, We
Care. We extend our thanks for all of our team, from
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our longest serving employees to the young people
who work for one day a year on Christchurch Casino
New Zealand Trotting Cup Day – they all contribute
to the success of the business. Special thanks goes
to our Senior Management Team for their
professionalism and the support they give to the
Chair, Chief Executive and the board; Brian Thompson
- GM Operations, Catherine McLeavy - GM Finance,
Brian Rabbitt - Racing Manager, John Denton Racecourse Manager, and Keryn McElroy - Business
& Marketing Manager.
There is much to look forward to in the 2018-2019
season including hosting the 2019 Harness Jewels,
which has been awarded to Addington by the board of
HRNZ. We are delighted to be hosting such a key
industry event and we are very aware of the
responsibility we now have to deliver, in conjunction
with HRNZ, a stellar day for the industry. Other
important racing-related initiatives for the coming
season include installation of state-of-the-art photo
finish equipment (which will contribute to quicker
confirmation of placing/payouts), rolling out
Stridemaster on Trackside TV, and more self-service
terminals for our on-course patrons.
As is custom, we take the opportunity to extend from
our Club our sympathy to the families of Members who
have passed away during the year.
We particularly thank all Members of our Club for
their support over the last season. It is very much
appreciated.

Brent Smith
Chair

Peter Jensen
CEO

RACING
The 2017-2018 racing season at Addington
Raceway was again highly memorable with a total
of 39 race meetings conducted by our Club,
including eight five and six-star (premier) fixtures,
with the highlight of course being Cup Week. We
held a total of 385 races (14 less than the previous
season), which included 41 group or listed races.
Our average field size of 10.97 remained virtually in
line with the previous racing season. The national
average was 10.68.
This season we moved to a three-tiered minimum/
maximum stake structure for three and four-star
rated race days along with a $20,000 minimum
stake for five-star and $25,000 for six-star rated
race days. The minimum stake paid also increased
at the start of the season from $8,000 to $10,000.
This season once again saw the entire industry
taking up the “You Start We Pay” initiative; a tribute
to the success that we have enjoyed with this
concept over the last couple of seasons. All starters
continued to be guaranteed a pay-out of 2% of the
stake for the race they competed in.
Our holistic approach to stakes and incentives also
directly contributes to the consistent flow of horse
traffic with the now well-established Met Multiplier
Reward and the Met Breeders Bonus both playing
integral roles. The Met Multiplier was once again a
sought-after reward with 39 horses earning a bonus
for their connections, resulting in $292,500 being
paid out for the season. When Jaw D Nancy, Jerry

Garcia and Medusa were all recipients of the Met
Multiplier in the same race in late July, they became
the 199th, 200th and 201st recipients of the Met
Multiplier since its inception in August 2012. Our
Club has now paid out more than $1.5m in Met
Multiplier Rewards, which we know has had a
positive effect for the wider industry with owners
telling us they are continuing to race horses that
might have otherwise have been sold or retired.
In January 2014, our Club introduced the Met
Breeders Bonus, which this season has seen a
total of $73,500 paid out directly to breeders. Since
the inception of the Met Breeders Bonus, a total of
approximately $397,000 has been paid directly to
breeders. We value the partnership and close
working relationship we have with The Breeders,
the Canterbury Standardbred Breeders Association
and many, many breeders around the country from
the major players to the hobbyist, all of whom have
a vested interest in retaining a strong supply of
quality standardbreds.
Combined with these initiatives, the Graphite
Developments Ltd / Glenys & Philip Kennard Show
Day Futurity, the fourth running of the Macca Lodge
Trained South of the Waitaki Race also on Show
Day (plus the winter series), an earlier nomination
period for The Breeders’ FastTrack New Zealand
Oaks, Diamond Creek Farm New Zealand Pacing
Derby, Christchurch Casino New Zealand Trotting
Cup and Haras des Trotteurs Dominion Trot,
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together with the Christchurch Casino New Zealand
Trotting Cup and Haras des Trotteurs Dominion Trot
ranking process have all contributed to raising the
profile of our industry, Club and business partners
of these events.
This year saw our flagship race the Christchurch
Casino New Zealand Trotting Cup run for a stake
of $800,000, as part of a continuation of a five-year
plan to bring the race back into line with other major
races conducted in Australasia. This, together with
the stake paid for the Woodlands New Zealand
Pacing Free-For-All, enables the best pacers to
race for over a $1 million during Cup Week. The
increase of the stake for the Granite Benchtop New
Zealand Trotting Free-For-All to $100,000 along
with the increase of the stake to $300,000 for the
Haras des Trotteurs Dominion Trot enables our
best trotters to race for $400,000 during Cup Week.
Racing action throughout the season was again of
the highest quality especially at the elite Group
One level. Early season lead up features to the
Christchurch Casino New Zealand Trotting Cup
were won by Titan Banner, Have Faith In Me, and
Lazarus while Destiny Jones and Bordeaux scored
notable wins on their way to flagship Cup Week
trotting events.
Lazarus won the Christchurch Casino New Zealand
Trotting Cup in stunning fashion for the second year
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in succession for leading trainers Mark Purdon and
Natalie Rasmussen and gave driver Mark Purdon
his fifth training and driving win in the great race.
Chase Auckland came of age when he took out
the first of the seasons 3yo features with an
outstanding win in the NRM Sires’ Stakes 3yo
Colts and Geldings Final in New Zealand record
time, and Great Things Happen was very
convincing winning the Granite Benchtop Company
New Zealand Trotting Free-For-All.
On Show Day we were treated to more of the same
great racing with Ultimate Machete taking out New
Zealand’s second richest pacing race, the $260,000
Woodlands New Zealand Free-For-All in New
Zealand record time, and a relative longshot
Amaretto Sun taking out New Zealand’s richest
trotting race, the $300,000 Haras des Trotteurs
Dominion Trot. Of special note was Sheree
Tomlinson becoming the first female driver to win
this race. What a wonderful achievement for
Sheree at just 19 years of age to drive the winner
of New Zealand’s most prestigious (and richest)
trotting race for her grandfather Ken Ford a
long-time supporter of Addington.
Our late summer and autumn five-star racing was
once again of the highest quality. The PGG
Wrightson New Zealand Breeders Stakes was won
in emphatic style by North Island visitor Utmost

Delight. On the first night of the autumn meetings
we were treated to some outstanding
performances, notably Luby Lou in the Storer
Motors New Zealand Trotting Oaks, Sicario in the
Vero Flying Stakes and Alta Orlando in the Teltrac
Communications Free-For-All. Interspersed
between the autumn five-star meetings, the
$100,000 Breckon Farms/All Stars Racing Stables
Easter Cup for the stayers was won in stylish
fashion by another rising star in the pacing ranks,
A G’s White Socks. The second autumn five-star
meeting saw Another Masterpiece taking out the
Avon City Ford New Zealand Welcome Stakes,
Speeding Spur was a popular and deserving winner
of the Fred Shaw Memorial New Zealand Trotting
Championship, More The Better was a
convincing winner of the Resource Recycling
Superstars Championship, Luby Lou was excellent
winning the Inkwise New Zealand Trotting Derby
to add to her win in the Oaks a fortnight earlier and
Sheriff was an outstanding winner of a most
competitive Diamond Creek Farm New Zealand
Pacing Derby.
Our last five-star meetings for the season held in
May saw One Apollo win the PGG Wrightson Sales
Series and Enhance Your Calm win the Haras des
Trotteurs Sires Stakes Final for 2yo trotters.

Another Masterpiece won the PGG Wrightson
Sales Series Open, and Jessie Duke won the
Garrards Sires’ Stakes Final for 2yo pacers, Elle
Mac was victorious in the Nevele R 3yo Fillies Final
and the visiting Australian Shez All Rock was an
outstanding winner of the The Breeders’ FastTrack
New Zealand Oaks to cap off a great season of
feature racing at Addington. A season which also
saw eight New Zealand records broken on the
lightning fast Addington track.
Bettor Trix was awarded the Canterbury
Standardbred Breeders / Canterbury Trotting
Owners Addington filly or mare of the season and
Kimberley Butt took home the Canterbury Equine
Clinic Maurice Holmes Memorial Junior Drivers
Trophy for the second successive year. The
Islington Tavern Trainers and Drivers Premierships
went to the all-conquering Mark Purdon / Natalie
Rasmussen partnership with 70 wins and Blair
Orange with 61 wins.
Three new inductees joined the Addington Harness
Hall of Fame in the 2017-2018 season; Jim Dalgety
for his outstanding lifetime service to the harness
racing industry as a breeder, owner, trainer, driver
and stud master, and former champions of
yesteryear Indianapolis and Take A Moment.
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GROUP ONE WINNERS

LAZARUS

Christchurch Casino New Zealand Trotting Cup

CHASE AUCKLAND
NRM Sires’ Stakes Series No.34 Final
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GREAT THINGS HAPPEN

Granite Benchtop Company New Zealand Trotting Free-For-All

AMARETTO SUN

Haras des Trotteurs Dominion Trot

ULTIMATE MACHETE
Woodlands New Zealand Free-For-All

UTMOST DELIGHT

PGG Wrightson New Zealand Breeders Stakes

AG’S WHITE SOCKS

Breckon Farms/All Stars Racing Stables Easter Cup
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LUBY LOU

Inkwise New Zealand Trotting Derby

SPEEDING SPUR

Fred Shaw Memorial New Zealand Trotting Championship

SHEZ ALL ROCK

The Breeders’ FastTrack New Zealand Oaks
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SHERIFF

Diamond Creek Farm New Zealand Pacing Derby

ELLE MAC

Nevele R Fillies Series No.40 Final

JESSIE DUKE

Garrards Sires’ Stakes Series No.35 Final

PROPERTY
The commercial property sector in Christchurch is
challenging and this particularly applies to
suburban office space. The immediate postearthquake environment was a halcyon period for
office space in greater Christchurch, however this
picture has changed markedly with the significant
amount of new build and repaired/refurbished
space becoming available in the CBD. While not
all businesses are wanting to head back into the
city, there are enough that have chosen this path
to leave a number of vacant floors/building in areas
such as Addington, Sydenham and Burnside.
Given the current state of the market we can feel
rightly pleased with our position going into the
2018-2019 year. From October when our new
tenants move into 128 Wrights Road, we will have
more than 94% of our available space leased. This
is an excellent position to be in and one we are
working very hard to maintain. We have a real
point of difference (compared to the CBD), with the
number of tenants’ parks we have available. There
is continuing demand for off-street parking in the
area from both our tenants and other local
businesses. It is our intention to expand the
number of available parks in the 2018-2019 year
and we are confident that we will see a positive
return on investment from this project

Good progress was made during January and
February on the strengthening programme for the
Metropolitan Stand. It is difficult for members to
see the outcomes of this work as most of it is
concealed, however the lack of visible progress
does not detract from the importance of this
project. The next stage is to complete the
necessary strengthening work on the ground
floor in January/February 2019.
A focus in the past year has been progressing the
property-related earthquake insurance claim with
Vero. While it is frustrating to not have achieved
a full and final settlement more than seven years
after the earthquakes we are making progress and
expect to achieve a global settlement in the 20182019 year. We have engaged independent advisors
to assist us in the scoping and costing process and
this has made a real difference.
We are delighted with the performance of our
racetrack – arguably our most important property
asset. We have continued to refine the make-up of
the racing surface and this is adjusted seasonally to
ensure we present the course in the best possible
condition for safe and competitive racing. The
Addington track surface is without doubt the best
in the country and we will continue to invest in it to
ensure this remains the case.
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EVENTS CENTRE
The 2017–2018 year was not an easy environment to
operate in, with more than 2,000 hospitality businesses
operating in the Christchurch region, up 6.4% on the
previous year. This was highlighted by headlines in
The Press reading “Hospitality carnage on the cards
for Christchurch as wave of new premises rolls on in”;
“Quake survivor, The Villas, closes as downtown
Christchurch looks for its mojo” and “Christchurch
hospo business have fingers crossed extra summer
flights make up for dire winter”. It also saw the exit of
some reputable operators such as Saggio di Vino,
Tequila Mockingbird and The Good Goat.
It was therefore pleasing to see that although revenue
for the Events Centre was slightly down on last year,
Cup Week, Spectators and our out-catering revenue
all performed well.

Events Centre

In this challenging environment, the Events Centre
team planned and delivered many celebrated events
and went to great lengths to ensure all guests enjoyed
a memorable experience. This has resulted in many
of those visiting for the first time returning as regular
guests. Our Christmas at the Races events performed
extremely well with guest numbers up on previous
years and receiving a customer experience score of
78% (3% up on the national average). We continued
to foster relationships with existing business partners
such as Placemakers, Enable, Beef + Lamb NZ,
Fire and Emergency New Zealand and ECANZ, and
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strengthened relationships with new clients such as
NZ Dairy Industry, Collab Digital, LIANZ and Mitre 10.
We would particularly like to thank Lamb & Hayward,
Canterbury Rugby Football Union and The Experience
Group for their continued support.
For the first time Addington Events Centre participated
in the CINZ Meetings Tradeshow, New Zealand’s only
national tradeshow for the Business Events sector,
held in Auckland. Two days were spent connecting
with qualified buyers, creating business opportunities
and networking with other industry professionals, and
a total of twenty-five quotes were sent to potential
clients after meeting with thirty groups.
One of our recent initiatives, Addington Pantry (online
catering) has been launched and received excellent
reviews. With the tagline “Fabulous catering made
easy”, we offer 88 freshly made items (with more to
come) that can be delivered to the wider Christchurch
region or picked up at Spectators. All packaged
containers are reusable and come fully labelled with
allergens, reheating and storage instructions. Take a
look and place your order at
addington.co.nz/addington-pantry.
Christchurch Casino New Zealand Trotting Cup Day
the front page of The Press, Wednesday 15
November 2017, quoted Senior Sergeant Gordon
Spite saying “The crowd has been remarkably good.
This one is the best one I have been to by a country

mile. I take my hat off to them really; I think they are
doing a great job”. This is a direct result of the work
the team has carried out ensuring our alcohol
management plan and intervention processes are
robust enough to ensure we can provide an enjoyable,
safe and secure event for all patrons.
Every year we look to improve on our previous year’s
results and this year we managed to once again
increase our hospitality revenue. One of the major
successes was the feedback we received from our
buffet offerings, the extra tables and chairs placed in
both Terror to Love and Blossom Lady and the 12,000
free bottles of water given out in Lindauer Lawn and
the Public Village areas. The look and feel of the
Public Village was sensational, as was the handling of
the untimely emergency evacuation of the Metropolitan
Stand.
The overall customer satisfaction on the day was
excellent with the following feedback typical of the
comments:
• “Good food, great hosts, great friends to share the
day with, I need nothing else”.
• “Fantastic food and beverages served by smiling
staff. Well done.”
• “Cup Day gives Christchurch an excuse to
celebrate – thanks Addington”.
• “Love what you have done with the Public Village,
thanks for the free water and sunscreen”.

Spectators

The Club’s vision in early 2013 to create Spectators,
our 7-day a week bar and bistro was inspired, as it
now delivers 16% of total Event Centre revenue.
Throughout this season the team has continued to
grow food and beverage revenue, which has been
assisted by a growth in events held on the Addington
footprint throughout the year, such as the Silver Ferns
vs Australian Diamonds netball test, the Rugby League
World Cup, Cirque du Soleil and the impressive
performances of the Tactix and Crusaders.
With the recent menu and cabinet changes, the
revision of our daily promotions and our supporter’s
club membership exceeding 1,500 people, our
marketing is getting good coverage with regular posts
on Facebook and Instagram, ensuring we get our
message into the marketplace. With the recent
addition of online reservations through our website
and Facebook, we are also making it easier for people
to experience Spectators.

The Team

The management team is grateful for the dedication of
our entire team, who ensure each client’s expectations
are exceeded through the creation of memorable
experiences in a safe environment. Given the renewed
focus we have placed on our employment and training
processes, it is gratifying to see lower staff turnover, an
increase in referrals from current employees to
potential employees and improved staff engagement,
all contributing to a greater customer experience.
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RACING & CHARITY PARTNERS
Racing Partners
123Gaming
1 Geotechnical
Active Electrical Christchurch
Adgraphix
Armourguard
Air New Zealand
Airpark Canterbury
Alabar (NZ)
Allied Security
All Stars Racing Stables
Angus Ceiling
Anthony Shearer
Avon City Ford
Barry Dent Superannuation Consulting
Bashers ITM
BC Plumbers
Bishopdale & Bush Inn TAB’s & Tavern Harewood
Blue Star Taxis
Braeside Lodge
Breckon Farms
C B Norwood Distributors
Canterbury Copy Services
Canterbury Standardbred Breeders’ Association
Canterbury Equine Clinic
Canterbury Trotting Owners’ Association
Cavell Leitch
Chevron Quality Cars
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Christchurch Casino
Christchurch City Council
Clark Boyce Lawyers
Clarkson Sign Studio
Clemence Drilling
Coca Cola Amatil (NZ)
DAA - Chartered Accountants
Diamond Creek Farm
Dakins Group
Darfield ITM
Dominion Trading Company
Dux Industries
Dyers Road ITM
Eastgate Shopping Centre
EPS Panel Systems
Equine Investments
Estate Fred Shaw
Fahey Fence Hire
Farmlands Co-operative Society
FastTrack Insurance
Faulks Investments
Four Winds Foundation
Garrards (NZ)
Garry Thompson – Fern Law
Geraldine ITM
Gold Bar Racing
Go Harness
Granite Benchtop Company South Island

Graphite Developments
Hamptons ITM
Haras des Trotteurs
Harcourts Grenadier Real Estate
Harness Racing New Zealand
Harrison Bloy
Hillside ITM
HRS Construction
Hydroflow
Inkwise
International Racehorse Transport
Islington Tavern
JDE Coffee
John Paul II Centre For Life
Kaiapoi ITM
Lamb & Hayward
Lion - Beer, Spirits & Wine (NZ)
Lone Star Riccarton
Macca Lodge
Magness Benrow
Master Cleaning
McMillan Equine Feeds
Mediaworks NZ
Metalcraft Roofing
Metropol
Mico Plumbing
Mike Pero Fendalton
Misco Joinery
Mortlock McCormack Law
Nevele R Stud
New Zealand Amateur Drivers’ Association
New Zealand Racing Board
New Zealand Sires’ Stakes Board Inc
NRM (NZ)
NZME
Pascoes The Jewellers
Paul Renwick Kitchen & Joinery Centre
Peek Exhibition
Peninsular Beachfront Resort Mooloolaba
PGG Wrightson
Phillips Horse Transport
PI & GJ Kennard Bloodstock
Pinelea Farm
Plumbing World
Prime Panels NZ
Prembrand
Probuild ITM
QEII Collision Repairs
Quinn Family Trust
Rangiora ITM
Resource Recycling Technologies NZ
Ricoh NZ

RNP Construction
RNP Homes
Seiko
Sheppard & Rout
Solid Builders
Southern Bred, Southern Reared
Specialty Seeds NZ
Star Scaffolding
Storer Motors
Studholme Yearlings
T McDonald Bloodstock
Tabcorp Inter Dominion Series
Teltrac Communications
The Breeders’
The Court Theatre
The Good Home Ferrymead
The Main Report Group
The Recruitment Network
The Trust Community Foundation
Trillian Trust
Tyre General
United Steel
Vero Insurance NZ
Vivace Espresso
Walker Davey & Searells
Westfield Riccarton
Woodlands Stud
Wood N Tree
XCM Sport
Yaldhurst Hotel
Zilco NZ
Charity Partners
Alex Reilly Fundraising
Arthritis New Zealand
Bookarama
Cancer Society New Zealand
Champion Centre
Christchurch City Mission
Christchurch South Toy Library
Garden City Rotary
Home & Family
KoruCare
Maia Health Foundation
Ronald McDonald House South Island
Rotary Club of Avonhead
St John
Wish4Fish
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NOTICE OF 2018 ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING
Notice is hereby given that the Annual General Meeting of Members of the New Zealand
Metropolitan Trotting Club Inc. will be held in the Terror to Love Lounge, Metropolitan Stand,
Addington Raceway & Events Centre, Christchurch on Monday 15 October 2018 at 5.30 p.m.
ORDER OF BUSINESS
1.

Annual Report and Financial Statements
To receive and adopt the Annual Report and audited Consolidated Financial Statements for the year
ended 31 July 2018.

2.

Member Subscriptions for the 2019-2020 year:
2.1 To approve:
2.1.1 An increase in the subscription for a Foundation Double Membership (formerly Ordinary
Membership) to $195 including GST for the 2019-2020 financial year and;
2.1.2 An increase in the subscription for a Metro Single Membership (formerly Metro
Membership) to $100 including GST, for the 2019-2020 financial year.
2.2

The Board has created the following new classes of membership as it has the power to do under
Rule 12.10, to be introduced from the 2019-2020 financial year, and attached with this notice is
some commentary prepared by the Board outlining the new classes of membership:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Foundation Single Membership
Regular Double Membership
Regular Single Membership
Cup Day Double Membership
Cup Day Single Membership
Metro Double Membership

A motion is therefore put to the Members to approve the annual subscriptions (including GST)
for the new classes of membership from the 2019-2020 financial year as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
3.

Foundation Single Membership $125
Regular Double Membership $155
Regular Single Membership $110
Cup Day Double Membership $295
Cup Day Single Membership $195
Metro Double Membership $150

Appointment of Directors
The following nominations have been received for four Board seats:
John Grainger, Simon Doig, Greg Crawford, Tim Sissons, Aidan Johnstone, Barry Dent.
As the applications and nominations exceed the number required (four) an election will be necessary.
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4.

Auditors
To approve the appointment of an auditor for the 2018-2019 year be left with the Board to approve and
to fix the remuneration.

6.

Directors Fees
To approve the remuneration to be paid to the Directors of the New Zealand Metropolitan Trotting Club
Inc for the year 1 November 2018 to 31 October 2019, be unchanged at $132,000. The allocation of
such funds to be at the discretion of the Directors.

5.

Rules Amendments
To approve amendments to Rules 8 and 14 (and any internal referencing in the Rules that needs to be
changed to give proper interpretation to the changes).
A copy of the proposed Rule changes together with some commentary around the Rule changes were
attached to the Notice of Meeting previously mailed to NZMTC members. The new clauses in Rule 14
were highlighted for ease of reference.

7.

General Business

For and on behalf of the Board:
Peter Jensen
CEO
17 September 2018
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